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Abstract— DC microgrids have attracted significant 
attention over the last decade in both academia and 
industry. DC microgrids have demonstrated superiority 
over AC microgrids with respect to reliability, efficiency, 
control simplicity, integration of renewable energy sources, 
and connection of dc loads. Despite these numerous 
advantages, designing and implementing an appropriate 
protection system for dc microgrids remains a significant 
challenge. The challenge stems from the rapid rise of dc 
fault current which must be extinguished in the absence of 
naturally occurring zero crossings, potentially leading to 
sustained arcs. In this paper, the challenges of DC 
microgrid protection are investigated from various aspects 
including, dc fault current characteristics, ground systems, 
fault detection methods, protective devices, and fault 
location methods. In each part, a comprehensive review has 
been carried out. Finally, future trends in the protection of 
DC microgrids are briefly discussed.  

Index Terms— DC circuit breaker, DC grounding systems, DC 
microgrid, fault analysis, fault location, power electronics, wide 
bandgap (WBG) semiconductors. 

I. INTRODUCTION

here are increasing examples of DC systems proving to 
be more efficient, less complex, have a high power transfer 

ratio and are lower cost than competing AC systems [1],[2].  At 
the point of use, DC systems make sense because many 
Distributed Energy Resource (DER) systems such as 
photovoltaic (PV), fuel cells and battery energy storage as well 
as the majority of loads such as Electric Vehicles (EVs) and 
light-emitting diode (LED) lights are natively DC powered.  
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An additional advantage to DC systems is power quality 
impacts to public utility grids. Reactive power flow and 
frequency regulation are managed at lower cost and risk 
because of such systems, if there is any AC interface at all, will 
only connect through a single point of interface [1]. Examples 
of the growth and proliferation of DC include the use of multi-
terminal High Voltage DC (HVDC) distribution systems to 
integrate renewables into electrical utility grids in Europe and 
China [3],[4] mobile transportation systems with integrated 
power and energy management applied to ships, aircraft and 
vehicles [5],[6] and electrification of remote areas through local 
DC microgrids that incorporate PV and battery energy storage 
into community and home electrical systems [7],[8]. DC 
microgrids are a convenient mechanism for integrating DERs 
and local loads into a fully integrative system with at least one 
point of interface to the AC electrical grid through a bi-
directional AC to DC converter.  All of the above examples may 
be referred to as either a DC microgrid in the classical sense 
(having a connection to the grid) or as an islanded DC microgrid 
(i.e., in the case of transportation systems). Despite numerous 
advantages, designing an appropriate protection system for DC 
microgrids remains a significant challenge over the past ten 
years. The challenge stems from the nature of dc fault current, 
which can rapidly increase to more than a hundred times of the 
nominal current during sudden fault inception and has no 
naturally occurring zero crossing point [9], [10] (which is a 
principal mechanism upon which AC electromechanical circuit 
breakers rely for arc extinction and eventually fault isolation). 
In order to address the challenges of DC microgrid protection, 
proper grounding architecture, fast and efficient fault detection 
strategy, fault current limiting method, and a proper DC circuit 
breaker are required.  

Grounding in DC microgrids relates to various design goals 
and system considerations including grid reliability, 
minimization of leakage current during the normal condition, 
enabling ground fault detection, safety of equipment and 
personnel under faulty conditions. A proper grounding system 
has to be proposed with respect to safety, fault ride-through 
capability and ease of ground fault detection [11]. Considering 
the DC fault current characteristics, the fault must be identified 
and located in a timely, reliable way in order to prevent any 
damage to the equipment. Due to the fast rate of change of 
sudden inception of dc fault current, the coordination of the 
protective relays is also very difficult  [10],[12]. Up to now, five 
main classes of fault detection methods including overcurrent,  
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Fig. 1. DC Microgrid bus architectures. (a) Unipolar DC bus. (b) Bipolar DC bus with a voltage balancer.  

directional overcurrent, current derivative, differential, and 
distance based strategies have been proposed. Fault location 
methods, including passive and active methods, in DC 
microgrids are an even much more demanding issue because 
the dc line resistance and reactance are considerably lower than 
in AC systems. Cost, computation burden, simplicity, and 
performance are competing requirement that such be evaluated 
when designing an appropriate fault detection/location strategy. 
Isolating the fault is accomplished by designing a proper DC 
circuit breaker (DCCB) to bring the DC microgrid back to a safe 
operational mode. This includes the complete air-gap, or 
galvanic isolation of the fault from the system. Concerning dc 
fault current characteristics, the DCCB must have the key 
features, including fast response, galvanic isolation, high 
reliability, low conduction loss, long lifetime, and low cost 
[9],[13]. According to the expected requirements, DCCBs must 
be selected from available devices or developed to meet the 
expectations. 

In this paper, unless otherwise distinguished, fault refers to a 
short-circuit that is applied from any line to ground, across two 
lines or as two lines to ground faults occurring anywhere in the 
system.  The sudden-inception short-circuit fault exhibits the 
most challenging fault behavior, and any feasible fault 
protection approach must be capable of addressing this scenario 
in order to mitigate equipment damage.  This paper first 
provides a comprehensive analysis of the DC fault current in 
Section 2 to highlight the importance of fast fault detection, 
location, and isolation. Section 3 investigates different types of 
grounding systems for dc microgrid regarding stray current, 
common mode voltage, ease of fault detection and fault ride-
through capability. Then, in Section 4, different types of fault 
detection methods including overcurrent, directional 

overcurrent, current derivative, differential, and distance are 
reviewed. The limitations, advantages, and applications of each 
protection method are discussed. Section 5 introduces and 
compares different protective devices including fuses, 
mechanical DCCB, solid-state DCCB, hybrid DCCB, and Z-
source DCCB in terms of three main key features including 
cost, response time, and losses. Finally, Section 6 presents 
different types of fault location approaches including Traveling 
Wave (TW), differential, local measurement, and injection-
based methods. 

II. DC FAULT ANALYSIS

DC microgrids are categorized into different topological 
configurations, such as multi-terminal, zonal, and DC looped. 
The decision to choose a specific topology of DC microgrid 
depends on the application, reliability level, and voltage level 
[14]. For example, the U.S. navy focuses on developing zonal 
DC microgrid to achieve a shipboard system with high 
survivability, high power density, as well as low 
implementation cost [15]. Regardless of the different 
topological configurations of the DC microgrids, there are two 
types of DC bus architectures: unipolar DC bus topology using 
two-level Voltage Source Converters (VSCs) (see Fig. 1 (a)) 
and bipolar bus topology using three-level neutral-point-
clamped VSCs (see Fig. 1 (b)). The bipolar DC bus topology 
has different advantages over unipolar, including more power 
capacity, increased reliability, and flexibility in the connections 
between loads and DGs [16]. 

One of the most straightforward topology to build the bipolar 
DC microgrid is using two-cascaded rectifier at DC side (see 
Fig. 2 (a)). In order to prevent DC voltage offset, which could  
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happen due to the series connection, a transformer with double 
secondary windings is required. This may lead to a higher size 
and cost. To address this issue, other one-converter based 
topologies such as VSC with a neutral line connected to DC 
mid-point and NPC converter have been proposed (see Fig. 
2(b)). In the VSC with a neutral line connected to DC mid-
point, the DC component of the current may lead to transformer 
saturation [17]. On the other hand, the NPC converter has an 
inherent voltage-balancing problem, and there is no guarantee 
to balance the DC voltage during all the operating conditions 

[18]. In order to deal with the voltage balancing issue in these 
two configurations, a well-designed voltage balancer is needed 
to stabilize the DC bus voltage. A simple two-level and three 
level voltage balancers, which are used for VSC with a neutral 
line connected to DC mid-point and NPC converter, are 
respectively shown in Fig. 2 (c) and (d) [17]. These voltage 
balancers could integrate into three-phase rectifier (see Fig. 
2(e)) and NPC converter (see Fig. 2(f)).  

Regardless of the DC microgrid topology, the DC fault could 
occur either in the DC bus or in the DC cables that interconnect 
the microgrid components. Since simplicity of the microgrid is 
the goal of a DC microgrid, DC bus and DC interconnections 
are intended to act as a single point of energy interface between 
Distributed Generators (DGs), Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) 
and loads.  From a protection standpoint, the down-side is that 
a fault on a DC bus or DC cable connection has the 
simultaneous effect on DGs, ESSs and loads which may all 
contribute to the fault current. Therefore, if the protection 
system design is inadequate, a single fault anywhere within the 
system can have unrecoverable impacts. 

A. Battery and Load DC Fault Analysis
The battery may be far away from the DC bus; therefore, it

has to be connected to the bus with cables. While the fault 
occurs in either DC bus or line, the fault current can be 
presented as follows [18]: 
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where Rbatt, Lbatt, RLB, and LLB are internal resistance and 
inductance, and line resistance and inductance, respectively. 

On the other hand, the loads are categorized into constant 
impedance, constant power, and constant current. Based on the 
type of load, the fault current measured by load could be 
calculated. 

B. VSC DC Fault Characteristics
The microgrid takes advantage of the VSC, which interfaces

to the ac side through an inductor (Lac) and to the DC side 
through a capacitor (C) as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Because of VSC 
structure, while the fault is exerted, first the DC side capacitor 
discharges through the DC network, then the fault current 
contribution from the converter interfaced sources forms the 
latter part of the response (See Fig. 3 (b)). Capacitor discharge 
will result in high current amplitude that could damage VSC 
components and other components in series with the fault. If 
fault current ride-through is a part of the protective strategy [19] 
then the excessive peak fault current must be taken into 
consideration as part of both system and component design 
processes. 

On the other hand, if the same “breaker-based” protective 
paradigm of AC systems is applied to DC systems, where the 
protective devices mitigate faults, thereby eliminating the un-
mitigated fault current characteristics from the connected 
component operational scenarios, then a fast protection device 
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is required to prevent damage. To understand and analyze the 
DC fault characteristics, the nonlinear system is solved by 
defining three different stages including capacitor discharge 
stage, diode free wheel stage, and grid-side current feeding 
stage. As shown in Fig. 3. (a), each stage current circulates in 
different loops. The overall DC fault current, regarding all of 
these stages, is presented in Fig. 3 (b).  

1) Capacitor Discharge Stage (Natural response)
Once the fault occurs in the DC microgrid, the capacitor 

starts discharging through cable impedance as shown in Fig. 4 
(a). In this stage, the peak value of fault current could go up to 
100 times of the VSC rated current, depending on the internal 
resistance of the DC filter capacitor, capacitor value and cable 
inductance from the capacitor source to the fault location (see 
Fig.3. (b)). Fig. 4(a) shows the equivalent the RLC circuit. Its 
response in the Laplace domain can be written as [16]: 
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where iL(0) and VC(0) are initial the current through inductor 
and voltage across the capacitor, respectively. r and L are the 
resistance and inductance of the cable from the converter to the 
fault point. Rf is fault resistance and R is the sum of r and Rf. In 
the time domain, the fault current i (t) can be expressed as: 
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where s1 and s2 are the roots of the characteristic equation of 
(4), and are equal to,        

 
2 2

1,2 0s               (5) 

In (5), α and ω0 are respectively the damping factor and the 
resonance frequency defined as:  
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Based on the relationship between magnitudes of α2 and ω0
2, 

the form of the current response is determined, where for α2> 
ω0

2, α2= ω0
2, and α2< ω0

2 the fault current response would be 
over-, critically-, and under-damped, respectively. For example, 
the current response is obtained as follows for an under-damped 
system: 
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where 2 2
0d      

2) Diode Freewheeling Stage (After VC=0; Natural
response)

If the source of AC power is lost at any point during the fault 
response process, then the capacitor will be discharging through 
the cable until its voltage reaches zero. In this case, the cable 
current commutates to the VSC freewheeling diodes (see Fig. 4 
(b)). Thus, the cable current and current of each leg of the 
freewheeling diode are expressed as: 
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When capacitor voltage is zero the initial cable current (I0´) 
may be almost ten times the nominal current value. 
Furthermore, the remaining inductive energy in the system may 
be significant while the dissipative loss in the system may be 
very low. As a result, if the time in this stage is very long, the 
freewheeling diodes are at high risk of damage. If the 
freewheeling stage is included as a part of fault mitigation, the 
time to fault isolation will be significant. Therefore, it is highly 
desirable to detect and isolate the fault during the first stage 
(capacitor discharge) before entering this stage. 

3) Grid-Side Current Feeding Stage (Forced response)
In this mode, the VSC acts as an uncontrolled full-bridge 

rectifier and contributes to the fault current through the 
freewheeling diodes (see. Fig. 4 (c)) [20]. The fault current in 
this stage is calculated as: 

   1 2 3 ,( 0) ,( 0) ,( 0)VSC D D D ga gb gci i i i i i i         (10) 

where iga,(>0), igb,(>0), and igc,(>0) are respectively positive value 
of the phase-a, -b, and -c currents passing through the 
freewheeling diodes. 
For phase a, the iga,(>0) is calculated as [20]: 
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where Ig|0|, , and Lac denote the initial grid current amplitude 
and phase angle, and the grid-side inductance, respectively. 

C. DC-DC Converters Fault Characteristics
As shown in Fig. 1, DC microgrids consist of power

electronic point of source/load DC-DC converters that create an 
interface between  DC sources and loads. Like VSC, these DC-
DC converters are prone to failures caused by faults in the DC 
system. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the short-circuit fault current can 
increase to 15 times of the nominal steady-state current due to 
capacitor discharge through un-controlled paths when the fault 
occurs. For example, in the certain converter and converter 
connection topologies, the fault conditions can force the 
commutation of diodes to the on-state, forcing the fault current 
through where the fault current cannot be interrupted by any 
mechanism inherent to the converter topology [21], [22].  This 
phenomenon is detrimental to semiconductor switches due to 
the low short-circuit withstand of these components. Hence, 
fast fault detection and fault current interruption are required 
internal to the DC-DC converters to prevent failures due to 
short circuits [23], [24]. 
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If the constraints, such as cost, prohibit such an approach, then 
the external protective system must be designed mitigate any 
condition that may cause internal the inter-connected 
converters, i.e. through correctly placed fast acting fuses or 
DCCBs in all current conducting ports of the inter-connected 
converters. 

Fig. 5 (a) illustrates the short-circuit fault condition in boost 
converter as an example of a traditional step-up non-isolated 
DC-DC converter. The nonlinear performance of fault current
in boost converter is mainly like VSC with three stages
including capacitor discharge stage (see Fig. 5 (b)), diode
freewheeling stage (see Fig. 4 (c)), and input source feeding
stage (see Fig. 5 (d)). If an instantaneous protective scheme has
not been adopted for boost converter to quickly drive down the
fault current from the input source within several microseconds,
the short-circuit current will increase gradually until system
breakdown [25].  If the mechanism for protection does not
inherently provide galvanic isolation of the fault from the
system, as is the case with the purely Solid State Circuit Breaker
(SSCB) then an additional mechanically isolating device must
be included in the switch mechanism.  This can be a no-load set
of isolating contacts (for both positive and negative feeds) that
open up once the fault current has been driven to zero by the
SSCB.

Fig. 6 (a) illustrates the short-circuit fault condition in buck 
converter as an example of the traditional step-down non-
isolated DC-DC converter. The transient fault current is a little 
different in buck converter as the diode freewheeling current is 
restricted to the inductor current (see Fig. 6 (c)). This is because 
of inductor current ( ) in buck converter cannot change 
instantaneously in the faulty conditions. 
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This behaviour makes buck converter intrinsically immune to 
short-circuit. One can design the inductor and output capacitor 
in a way to limit the short-circuit current to a specific required 
value [26].  Since the inductor in this circuit plays a dual role of 
both fault current limitation and pulse voltage attenuation 
during normal operation, the inductance can be relatively large. 
Therefore, approaches that depend upon buck converter current 
limiting must either accept long fault recovery times or include 
dissipative elements in the freewheeling path to drive down the 
fault current quickly when the fault occurs. 

Fig. 7 (a) illustrates the short-circuit condition in a well-
known and widely utilized buck-boost isolated DC-DC 
converter known as Dual Active Bridge (DAB) converter. 
Because of using transformer leakage inductance, the DAB 
converter can inherently isolate fault current from the source 
without any additional fast controller [27].  As a result, the DAB 
switching transistors will often switch at a very fast rate, which 
along with the low inductance, provides a fast and well-
controlled current limiting capability during short-circuit fault 
conditions.  The DAB also provides an inherent means of 
galvanic isolation due to input/output transformer isolation. 
Some researchers have investigated the exploitation of this 
feature for fault isolation [28]. The transient short-circuit fault 
in the DAB converter consists of a capacitor discharge stage 
and freewheeling stage. In the freewheeling stage, the natural 
transient response of uncontrolled bridge diodes rules until the 
converter reaches its steady-state value and the fault current in 
this stage ( ) passes through two legs of the bridge 
freewheeling diodes [29].  In this mode of operation, the DAB 
operates as a Single Active Bridge (SAB) where the control 
mechanism shifts from the control of phase shift between 
actively commutating transistors on primary and secondary 
sides to active commutation of transistors only on the primary 
(source) side. Fig. 7 (b) demonstrates the AC equivalent circuit 
of the DAB converter when a short-circuit fault happens at the 
secondary side. This can be used to calculate the steady-state 
short-circuit current in DAB converter. The most general 
modulation method of the DAB converter named Triple Phase 
Shift (TPS) control [17] can be considered to modulate both 
converter bridges independently for power transfer control and 
fault current control. This control approach provides a more   
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robust means of transition between normal and faulted modes 
when compared to DAB/SAB mode transitions. In TPS, an 
inner modulation Phase Shift (PS) angle  is considered 
between primary bridge switches  and , an inner PS  is 
considered between the secondary bridge switches  and , 
and an outer PS  is considered between the corresponding 
switches in primary and secondary bridges (  and ).  The 
converter RMS inductor current during the steady-state 
operation at maximum power transfer can be expressed in (12) 
(with maximum inner PS modulations =180° and =180°, 
and maximum outer PS modulation =90°) [27].  
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where  is the switching frequency,  is the transformer turns 
ratio, and  and  are DC voltages at the primary and 
secondary sides, respectively.  

During secondary side fault (as shown in Fig. 7 (b)), the 
terminal voltage  and hence  become zero, and by 
substituting this value in (12), the RMS value of fault current 
( ) will be as (13). 
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The magnitude ratio of the fault current over converter rated 
current can be obtained as 
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Thus, (14) shows that the RMS fault current is always lower 
than the rated current when outer PS is =90°. Moreover, 
when /  the RMS value of the fault current in DAB 
converter is only 0.707 times of its rated current. Similar 
calculation can be derived for the short-circuit fault at the 
primary side of DAB converter and the result is identical to the 
short-circuit current of the secondary side. To reduce the 
circulating current in DAB converter, it is desirable to operate 
it with =45° outer PS and in this case the fault current would 
be _ =1.31 _  [29]. Therefore, it is curial to have a 
boundary when the converter fault current surpasses its 



maximum current. This boundary can be selected as 2 _ , 
because most semiconductor switches can withstand twice their 
rated current in transients, which is within several milliseconds and 
limited to the junction temperature of semiconductor switches. 

As mentioned above, the structure of some DC-DC 
converters can provide an inherent short-circuit fault immunity. For 
instance, similar short-circuit immunity feature of buck converter 
can be also observed in conventional buck-boost or multiple stage 
buck-boost converters that utilize an inductor at 
the output because inductor current cannot change instantly and 
hence short-circuit current will be restricted to the maximum 
inductor current [30]. Moreover, impedance source-based DC-DC 
converters can provide a buck-boost characteristic, and they 
are immune to open-circuit and short-circuit faults. When a 
moderate voltage gain is required, Z-source and quasi-Z-source DC-
DC converters [31] can be used and when a high voltage 
conversion ratio is required Magnetically Coupled Impedance 
Source (MCIS) DC-DC converter can be employed [32]. The main 
drawback of these impedance source DC-DC converters
is that the voltage stress on the switches is usually large in high 
step-up applications. This is detrimental to efficiency because 
using high voltage rating semiconductor switches with large 

_  will cause high conduction losses.

Most isolated DC-DC converters have a buck characteristic 
and hence can limit the output current in case of short-circuit 
fault. When high power applications are considered in a 
microgrid system, modular multilevel converters (MMC) can 
be implemented with different submodules. If electrical 
isolation is not required, VSC is a good candidate due to its 
fault-tolerant capability and low component count and cost. On 
the other hand, most isolated DC-DC converters have a buck 
characteristic and hence they are able to limit the output current 
in case of short-circuit fault. Among them, full-bridge and DAB 
are suitable candidates as they can provide active limiting of 
current between cells in case of output short-circuit. Both full-
bridge and DAB variations of the MMC can be distinguished 
from other current limiting converters because these converters 
maintain complete control of the submodule capacitor current 
during fault scenarios.  Hence, the capacitor discharge is 
completely eliminated from the fault characteristic. There is no 
possibility of damage to any part of the system, either internal 
or external, during sudden short-circuit fault inception 
assuming all parts of the converter are functional. 

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that fault recovery 
time of this converter is minimal because there is no need to 
charge up discharged capacitors when the system returns to 
normal operation following galvanic isolation of the fault (i.e. 
through some other means such as no-load isolating switches in 
the path of the fault).  The DAB submodule based MMC has 
the additional advantage of providing transformer galvanic 
isolation between the source and the fault. Since DAB 
converters can be controlled as a current source at both bridges, 
they can actively control the fault current at both input and 
output sides. Hence, in the MMC structure, DAB converter is a 
valuable option for current limiting and an effective choice for 
high power applications [30]. In conclusion, a compromise 
between different characteristics of DC-DC converters such as 
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power density, efficiency, fault current limiting, redundancy, 
and the cost is a necessity to meet DC microgrid standards. 

III. GROUNDING SYSTEMS 

Three main goals of the grounding system are to ease the 
detection of a fault, minimize DC stray current, and increase 
personnel/equipment safety by reducing Common-Mode 
Voltage (CMV) [33]. Stray current and CMV are related to each 
other by the grounding resistance. High grounding resistance 
results in very low stray current and high CMV. However, a 
low-resistance ground leads to low CMV and high stray current 
[14].  



TABLE I.  COMPARISON OF FOUR GROUNDING SYSTEMS. 

TT TN-S TN-C IT 

Safety of persons  Good  Good  Good  Good 
Safety of property  Good 

 Fault current less than a 
few dozen amperes 

 Good
 Poor 
 Fault current around a 1 kA 

 Poor 
 Fault current around a 1

kA 

 Very Good 
 Fault current less than a 

few dozen mA, but high 
for the second fault 

Continuity of service  Average  Average  Average  Excellent 
EMC  Good 

 Risk of overvoltage/ 
voltage imbalance

 Equipotential problems
 Require to manage 

devices with high leakage 
currents 

 Excellent 
 Less equipotential 

problems 
 Require to manage devices 

with high leakage currents 
 High fault current (transient

disturbances) 

 Poor 
 High fault current 

(transient disturbances) 

 Poor (to be avoided) 
 Risk of overvoltage 

According to IEC 60364-1, the DC grounding systems are 
categorized into five types including Terre-Terre (TT), Terre- 
Neutre (TN) [with three subclasses], and Isolated-Terre (IT) 
[15]. The first letter, including T and I, refers to the direct 
connection of the earth and no connection to the earth, 
respectively. The second letter including T and N denotes direct 
earthing of the exposed conductive parts and connection of the 
exposed parts to the earth neutral, respectively. 

As shown in Fig. 8 (a), in the TT grounding system, neutral 
conductor of the converter and Protective Earth (PE) conductor 
of loads are separately connected to the ground point. The TT 
grounding system is straightforward to install, and the fault 
does not transfer to other parts of the grid; however, circulation 
of current and the possibility of high voltage stress are the main 
drawbacks of this grounding topology [34].  

TN is the most commonly used DC grounding system. In this 
configuration, the converter middle point is connected directly 
to the ground and exposed conductive parts to the earthed 
neutral of the converter. Based on the TN grounding system, the 
connection of the conductive parts could be through a PE, 
neutral, or a combined PE and Neutral (PEN) conductor. The 
advantages of the TN grounding systems include having 
sufficient amount of fault current to be detected, requiring low 
grounding impedance, and the limiting fault current by 
adjusting the ground resistance; however, for high voltage 
applications, the touch voltage is high [35]. The TN topology 
has three subclasses including TN-S, TN-C, and TN-C-S. In 
TN-S, separate PE and N conductors are used (See Fig. 8 (b)); 
however, TN-C combines these two conductors to the PEN 
conductor to offer a cost-effective ground system (see Fig. 8 
(c)). Thanks to the separation of the PE and N conductors, the 
TN-S system has the highest Electromagnetic Compatibility 
(EMC) among different types of TN grounding systems [36]. In 
addition, it has higher safety than TN-C, because, if the 
conductor gets disconnected, the protective features remain 
intact. As a result, this grounding system is suitable for 
information technology and communication networks. TN-C-S 
grounding topology is a combination of TN-C and TN-S to have 
maximum benefit from these two grounding systems (See Fig. 
8 (d)). However, if the neutral conductor is disconnected and a 
fault occurs in the system, then the identification of the fault 
will be difficult. A viable solution is to ground neutral 
conductor at the source along with the route [37]. Such a 
grounding system is adapted in the United States, United 
Kingdom, Russia, Netherland, Switzerland, etc. 

IT grounding system has no grounding point for the neutral 
point, and the appliance body is grounded separately (See Fig. 
8 (e)). This configuration has advantages such as small line to 
ground (LG) fault current and ability to continue providing 
energy to the loads; however, its disadvantages include hard-to-
locate fault and unpredictable fault current paths through the 
DGs when a second  LG fault occurs [21]. Comparison of four 
main grounding systems can be summarized in Table I [36]. 
From the DC source-side grounding perspective, grounding 
modes in DC microgrid are typically divided into ungrounded 
(floating), grounded by solid ground, resistance, parallel 
resistors, diode, and thyristor. As shown in Fig. 9 (a), there is 
no connection between neutral and ground points. The main 
advantage of the ungrounded system is the continuous 
operation of DC microgrid during a single line to ground (SLG) 
fault conditions and minimal stray current [33]. In addition, as 
there is no need to connect any devices to neutral, this 
grounding system is simple and economical. However, the 
CMV level in the ungrounded system could be high and 
threaten personal safety. Moreover, due to the low ground 
current, fault detection is difficult. And, the second ground fault 
in another pole results in line-to-line (LL) fault possibly causing 
significant damage [22]. As a result, fault detection in the 
ungrounded or even the grounded system is a vital action 
toward improving the performance of these systems [21],[34]. 
Nevertheless, the ungrounded system is implemented in some 
application. For example, navy shipboard system is floating to 
guarantee continuity of energy supply to essential loads [38]. 

The solidly grounded system directly connects the neutral 
point to the ground. This system is depicted in Fig. 9 (b). The 
advantage of this system is limiting the CMV, increasing safety, 
decreasing the level of insulation. On the other hand, high fault 
current could melt lines, induce corrosion, and make a 
disturbance on telecommunication lines [33]. In the grounded 
system with a resistor (see Fig. 9 (c)), a resistor with certain 
value connects neutral to the ground. The main purposes of this 
grounding are limiting resonance overvoltage as well as 
limiting the transient short-circuit current within 2.5 times the 
proper value [39]. However, a higher value of resistance could 
slow the operation of Protective Devices (PDs). In grounding 
with parallel resistors, DC buses are connected to the ground by 
two parallel resistors of high resistance (see Fig. 9 (d)). This 
system takes advantages of the ungrounded system and 
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TABLE II. COMPARISON OF FOUR MAIN GROUNDING STRATEGIES. 

Grounding system Advantages Disadvantages 

Ungrounded system  Continuous operation of DC microgrid during single 
line to ground fault 

 Low stray current
 Simple and economical

 High CMV
 Detection of the fault is difficult
 Second ground fault in another pole results in line-to-line 

fault causes significant damage 

Solidly grounded system  Low CMV 
 Require a low level of insulation. 
 Fault detection is easy 

 High fault current could melt lines, induce corrosion, and 
make a disturbance on telecommunication lines 

 High stray current

Diode Grounded system  Low/moderate CMV  High level of corrosion 
 Moderate/high stray current 

Thyristor Grounded  Low/moderate stray current  Moderate/high CMV

grounded system with resistors, and remains in operation for a 
short time after the occurrence of the fault and fault location is 
based on the differential of resistors fault currents. However, 
this method has several disadvantages such as costly high-
voltage, high  resistances, generated heat in resistors causing an 
aging problem, and, hard to control overvoltage due to 
ungrounded neutral point [39]. 

Besides these grounding systems, recently, two power 
electronic-based grounding systems including diode and 
thyristor grounding have been proposed [33]. In diode 
grounding, as shown in Fig. 9 (e), the negative bus of DC 
microgrid is connected to the ground via a diode circuit. Once 
the level of voltage exceeds a definite threshold value, the 
negative bus will automatically be grounded. Due to this fact, 
the corrosion effect of DC currents is inevitable. In contrast to 

diode grounding, the thyristor grounded system controls the 
connection of negative part to the ground. This can be carried 
out by triggering thyristor gate when the negative-ground 
voltage exceeds a specific value. Furthermore, if a current 
sensor observes the decay of current, the gate-turn-off signal is 
sent to the thyristor to switch to ungrounded mode. The 
thyristor grounded system is shown in Fig. 9 (f). 

Grounded and ungrounded systems have their disadvantages 
and advantages; thus a new grounding system is required to 
address the drawbacks of the conventional grounding systems. 
In [33], a reconfigurable grounding system was designed to 
operate based on the level of CMV. The system is ungrounded 
in normal condition to reduce stray-current-corrosion, and 
when CMC is high, the system switches to grounded mode to 
reduce CMV. Further investigation is required to standardize  
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grounding systems for DC microgrids. The summary of four 
main grounding strategies is presented in and Table II. 

IV. DC FAULT PROTECTION PROCESS 

As described in Section II, the fault current could increase to 
hundreds of the rated current. In such a condition, the main 
purpose of the protection system is first to identify (may also 
locate) the faulty section in the shortest possible time. Then, 
once it is identified, the tripping signal must be sent to the DC 
protective device to isolate the faulty section. These two stages 
must be performed very fast to prevent the power electronics 
devices from being damaged. The fault could be temporary or 
permanent. Due to this, if the fault is temporary, the protective 
devices must be reclosed after a certain amount of time to 
restore the isolated part. Otherwise, if the fault is permanent, 
the fault must be located to allow the repair crew to maintain 
that part. This DC fault protection process is shown in Fig. 10. 
It must be noted that different methods could be applied to find 
out the fault status and therefore avoid damaging the system due 
to reclosing failure. 

V. DC FAULT DETECTION METHODS 

In the DC microgrid, the line impedance is very low. As a 
result, fault current deviation is too high, and the fault current 
reaches hundreds of amp in less than a couple of milliseconds. 
As a result, the sensors have to have high sampling rates and 
speed, and the communication system must be very fast and 
reliable. Regarding implemented sensors, communication, and 
control systems, protection methods have to identify in a fast, 
reliable, and high precision manner. 

Up to the present, several DC protection methods including 
overcurrent, current derivative, directional overcurrent, 
distance, and differential protections have been proposed to 
detect and identify the faulty section. 

These DC protection schemes can be  evaluated based on the 
following main features [23]: 
 Speed: The protection method must identify the fault in

a fast way to prevent the equipment from being
damaged.

 Selectivity: The protection method must identify the
faulty section. And for the external fault, the protection
must not operate.

 Sensitivity: The protection method must detect all fault
including high-impedance fault.

 Reliability: The protection system must isolate the faulty
section when the primary protection or communication
systems fail to operate.

 Cost.
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Fig. 11. Overcurrent protection coordination.  

A. Overcurrent Protection
Similar to the traditional AC overcurrent protection, a threshold 
is considered to determine the occurrence of the fault.  
In addition to fault detection, the implemented Overcurrent 
Relays (OCRs) have to be coordinated properly. As an example, 
time-current curves (TCCs), which composes of overload and 
instantaneous characteristics, of an upstream OCR and a 
downstream OCR installed in a dc microgrid is shown in Fig. 
11. Once the measured currents by OCR1 or OCR2 are
respectively above threshold Io1 and Io2, the tripping signal the
send to the associated CB after a specific time delay. It must be
noted that the TCC of the downstream OCR must be below the
TCC of the upstream OCR with an adequate margin to ensure
selectivity. Furthermore, ultrafast turning-OFF speed of
downstream PDs can reduce or even eliminate the mistrippings
of upstream PDs.

The overcurrent protection is implemented for a dc microgrid 
where the rectifiers have an ability to limit the fault current [18], 
[40]. However, implementing such a protection method on 
more complex DC microgrid architectures may result in either 
longer fault clearance times or the disconnection of larger parts 
of a network than necessary in the event of a fault. In addition, 
for a compact dc microgrid, the time margin between upstream 
and downstream protection operation is small. In such a case, 
upstream OCR may act faster than the downstream OCR. One 
solution to address this low selectivity is to use a  



TABLE III. COMPARISON OF FIVE MAIN DC PROTECTION METHODS. 

Overcurrent protection Current derivative 
protection 

Directional overcurrent 
protection 

Distance protection Differential 
protection 

Speed Moderate High Moderate Slow High 
Selectivity Moderate Low High High High* 

Sensitivity Low/Moderate High Low/Moderate Low/Moderate** High 
Reliability Low/Moderate Low/Moderate Moderate/High Moderate/High Low 
Cost Low Low Moderate Moderate High 

* Highly depends on the existence of communication system. ** Among distance protection, active distance protection offers a medium or even high sensitivity. 

communication link, which is based on the standard message of 
the IEC 61850 protocol, between the overcurrent relays to 
provide selectivity and disconnect only the faulty parts [41]. In  
[42], a framework is proposed based on the integration of unit-
based protection, which has high sensitivity, speed, and 
selectivity, and overcurrent protection to have a fast and 
efficient operation and to minimize installation costs. Another 
disadvantage of overcurrent protection is its low sensitivity for 
high-impedance fault. In [43], a parallel LC filter is added to 
each pole to have resonance in specific frequency during the 
faulty conditions. Then, a Discrete WT (DWT) is utilized to 
extract this frequency for fault identification. 

B. Current Derivative Protection
Once the fault happens, the current derivative increases from

zero to a high value. This feature can be considered to identify 
a fault in a very short time. However, current derivative value 
depends on the cable length, line loading, and fault impedance. 
Due to this fact, it is very difficult to find a proper threshold and 
this threshold have to be adapted for each operating conditions. 
To deal with this issue first and second orders of the derivatives 
of the current are considered to detect the low and high fault 
impedance fault [44]. Furthermore, in order to measure the 
current derivative, sensors have to operate with high sampling 
rates. Using high sampling rates will amplify noise and may 
result in false tripping. To address this issue, an efficient 
filtering method is required to both have a little time delay and 
high nose cancelation capability.  

C. Directional Overcurrent Protection
In a complex meshed DC microgrid, the direction of current

could be from either side. Regarding this issue, implementing 
directional overcurrent protection could improve the selectivity.  
Recently, the directional overcurrent protection is proposed for 
a DC microgrid where a communication system exists 
[45],[46]. According to the proposed method, once the fault 
occurs, the magnitude and direction of fault current will be 
changed, then the direction of all branches is identified by 
aiding the communication system, this will help in locating the 
faulty line. 

D. Distance Protection
Distance protection operates based on measuring the

impedance from the point of measuring (POM) to the fault 
point. If the measured impedance is within a given distance 
value, a tripping signal will be sent to the associated CB after a 
specific time delay to achieve the protection selectivity. In order 
to have a fast distance protection system, there is no need to 
apply a time-consuming method to locate precisely the faulty 
point, and rough estimation of impedance will suffice for relay 

decision. In [20], voltage and current at the POM, and voltage 
at a closed point are measured; then, fault distance is estimated 
based on circuit analysis and perfuming an iterative calculation. 
Although this method uses an additional single iteration to 
improve the accuracy of distance, the estimated distance error 
increases when the fault resistance is high. Another approach is 
to measure resistance from a PD to the faulty point to offer 
several benefits such as low computation burden and requiring 
only cost-effective sensors and filter [47]. Since the line 
inductance has high value at high frequency, its value is 
negligible after several time constant. Due to this, the resistance 
is calculated after 10-20 ms, which is a quite long time. Another 
disadvantage of this method is having a low performance to 
locate fault for the case of short cable section and high-
impedance faults.  Measuring the line inductance based on the 
initial voltage across the VSC capacitor and Δi is another 
method for estimating fault distance [48]. However, the 
measured impedance is highly impacted by line loading and 
fault impedance. Δ2i is introduced besides Δi to address these 
issues [44]. Fast changing of the first and second order 
derivative of the line current requires implementing high 
sampling rates. In such a case, the high sensitivity of the fast 
measurement to noise makes this method less practical.   

E. Differential Protection
Differential relay measures only the current amplitude of

each side of a specific element by a current transducer and then, 
based upon the currents differential value, determines whether 
the fault has occurred or not. In [49], fault response of 
converter-interfaced DC systems is analyzed to investigate how 
transient system behavior, such as poor synchronization for the 
high change rate of a faulty condition, influences the operation 
of differential protection schemes. Then, this analysis quantifies 
the requirements for fast and accurate fault detection. Finally, a 
central processing device that takes advantage of the natural 
properties of DC differential current measurements is designed 
to achieve high-speed differential protection. In [50], 
comprehensive protection is presented for a Medium Voltage 
DC (MVDC) microgrid with various distributed energy sources 
including photovoltaic arrays, wind turbines, a fuel cell stack, 
an energy storage system, and mobile generators. The proposed 
protection schemes include communication-based differential 
protection with a solid-state switch for distribution lines, DC 
overcurrent protection as a backup for lines protection and 
communication-based DC directional overcurrent protection 
devices for both source and load protection to support 
bidirectional power flow. Nevertheless, similar to AC 
microgrids, differential protection has disadvantages such as 
the need for a communication system, being a high-cost 



solution, no capability for backup protection, and being 
susceptible to current transducer errors. 

All of these protection methods are compared in Table III, in 
terms of speed, selectivity, sensitivity, reliability, and cost. 

VI. DC PROTECTIVE DEVICES 

PDs used in the DC system are broadly divided into AC 
circuit breakers (ACCBs) and DCCBs. ACCB is a simple and 
economical solution for the VSC-based High Voltage Direct 
Current (HVDC) system; however, it is not fast enough to 
prevent damage to the VSC’s freewheeling diodes. In addition, 
employing ACCB leads to disconnection of the whole network. 
Another solution is a combination of ACCB and fast DC 
switches [51]; however, the slow time response of ACCB may 
damage the power electronic devices in a very short time. On 
the other hand,  the increase in penetration of DG and energy 
demand results in a rise in fault current levels that may exceed 
the rating of the existing circuit breakers and loss of 
coordination of the overcurrent protection [52]. Replacing the 
network’s facilities such as transformers, transmission and 
distribution lines, and circuit breakers with higher rating ones 
is a solution that is not cost-effective. 

A. Breaker Based Architecture
The fuse, which consists of a link and a heat-absorbing

material inside a ceramic cartridge, is used as a simplest and 
primitive protective device in the protection of DC systems for 
voltage up to 4200 volts. Fuses are ideal to apply in the DC 
systems with a low inductance (or high deviation of current) 
because the time for the fuse to reach melting point would be 
minimum [53]. Although the fuse is a low-cost protective 
device with a simple structure, it has disadvantages such low 
time response, requiring it to be replaced after a successful 
operation, and inability to discriminate between transient and 
permanent faults. As a result, CB technologies have been 
introduced to provide an appropriate alternative for the fuses. 
In the past years, different DCCBs technologies including 
Mechanical CBs (MCBs), SSCBs, Hybrid CBs (HCBs), and 
ZSCBs have been presented for DC systems. 

For LV system fuses, Molded Case CBs (MCCBs) and 
MCBs are three conventional PDs [54]. However, these 
solutions have drawbacks such as slow time response and the 
need for maintenance or replacement. On the other hand, in LV 
systems, power converters limit the fault current to 2-3 times of 
the nominal load current and quickly shut down to have self-
protection when the fault current exceeds the limit. As a result, 
the use of these PDs results in tripping of the source converter 
and creates a local blackout. Utilizing SSCBs is an alternative 
to overcome these limitations in the LV system. Although 
SSCB has a fast response in ranges of tens of microseconds, its 
relatively high conduction loss is the main drawback. Using 
Wide Band-Gap (WBG) semiconductor in SSCB is a solution 
to reduce the power losses [55],[56]. In addition, the voltage 
rating of the SSCB needs to be chosen significantly higher than 
DC bus voltage [57] and higher conduction loss in SSCBs 
requires bulky cooling systems. These drawbacks make SSCBs 
less attractive for HVDC applications. HCB is an appropriate 
candidate for HVDC systems because it has a relatively fast  
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Fig. 12. Six desired key features of a DCCB. 

time response (few ms), low power loss, and a relatively low 
weight/volume [58]. 

Although HCB possesses many advantages, some challenges 
arise due to different reaction times and current rating of the 
MCB and the SSCB, dependence of mechanical contacts 
separation on the fault magnitude, need for an arc with a voltage 
higher than solid-state voltage drop and extinction of the MCB 
arc. In addition, high loop inductance leads to high 
commutation time and therefore high current fault, as well as 
high conduction time of the solid-state device is needed due to 
high commutation time [59].  Therefore, all aforementioned 
challenges must be considered for designing the HCB for a 
specific application. In shipboard MVDC integrated power 
systems, PDs must have a small size, low weight, high speed, 
and providing the 2-3kA continuous current rating [60]. As 
HCBs are heavy, too bulky, and too slow to interrupt the sudden 
inception of low-impedance faults and avoid tripping of 
converters in the unfaulty parts of the system, recent researches 
have been focused on enhancing WBG SSCBs technologies for 
the future shipboard MVDC microgrids [61],[62]. However, 
WBG SSCBs have some limitations such as achieving a 
required continuous current rating and controlling the amount 
of inductance to limit the current’s rate of rising (di/dt). To 
achieve the required continuous current rating, one solution is 
paralleling multiple 1.0 cm2 SiC Super Gate Turn-off Thyristors 
(SGTOs) that can operate for pulse switching at higher voltage 
and power ratings (e.g. 10 kV and 100 kA in the case of 16 
parallel SGTOs) [63]. The DC system is required to detect and 
isolate faults in less than 5 ms or less, followed by a rapid 
configuration of the system to provide survivability [64],[65]. 
Since the nature of the DC system is different from the AC 
system, DCCB has to be designed differently to achieve six 
desired features as represented in Fig. 12. 

1) Mechanical Circuit Breaker
Generally, operating mechanism of MCB are categorized

into pneumatic, hydraulic, spring, and magnetic. Spring and  
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magnetic operating mechanisms are more common in vacuum 
CBs, however the later one is more attractive because it has less 
moving parts and higher reliability. Recently, an operating 
mechanism based on repulsion coil, so-called Thomson coil, 
have gained more attraction because it has a simple structure 
and reduces MCB operation time to 1-3 ms [67],[68]. 

While the fault happens, the mechanical switch contacts are 
separated and electric arcs are created between the contacts. 
Due to the existence of the natural zero-crossing in AC 
microgrid, these mechanical switches is quite applicable, 
however, with the absence of the zero-crossing in DC 
microgrids, utilizing the mechanical switches will be restricted 
for several applications. Passive and active resonance circuits 
have been proposed to deal with this problem [66]. Regardless 
of the type of resonance circuit, the MCB is composed of three 
main parts including a mechanical switch, a commutation 
circuit, and an energy absorber circuit (see Fig. 13). The scheme 
of MCB using passive and active resonance circuits are shown 
in Fig. 13 (a) and (b), respectively. 

In the passive resonance circuit, a capacitor and an inductor 
are connected in series, and the capacitor has not been pre-
charged. During normal conditions, the mechanical switch 
conducts the load current with a low amount of loss, because 
the resistance is around ten μΩ for a well-designed mechanical 
switch [57]. Once the fault occurs, the mechanical switch opens 
and an arc is established. The arcing voltage initiates 
commutating of current from the load current path to the 
commutation path. Then the commutation circuit that has the 
capacitor and inductor in series generates a growing current 
oscillation. While the amplitude of oscillating commutation 
current (Ic) is sufficiently large, zero-crossing points are 
produced in the mechanical switch current (In) and mechanical 
switch completely interrupts current in its path at  the first zero 
currents. During these two stages, the voltage of the mechanical 
switch is gradually increasing until it reaches a specific value. 
When the voltage exceeds a definite value, the current changes 
its path to an energy absorber circuit, which is typically a Metal 
Oxide Varistors (MOV) to absorb and dissipate the stored 
energy after an interruption. In this stage, the fault current 
decreases gradually to approach zero.  

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 13 (b), the active 
commutation circuit is made of a precharged capacitor, an 
inductance, and a thyristor switch/triggering gap. In this type of 
the MCB, when the interrupter is opened, the charged capacitor 
injects a negative current equal to fault current to make zero-
crossing current instantly. The main advantages of MCBs are 
low power loss and relatively low cost; however, slow response 
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time and limited current interruption capability are the main 
disadvantages. 

2) Solid-state Circuit Breaker
Semiconductor-based switches could be used for DC circuit

breaker to address the problem of slow time response. A typical 
SSCB is shown in Fig. 14, where a cooling system is used 
besides the semiconductor device to ensure high efficiency of 
the SSCB during the conducting condition. 

Since the invention of the bipolar junction transistor, many 
Silicon (Si)-based semiconductor switching devices including 
Gate-off Thyristor (GTO), Integrated Gate-Commutated 
Thyristor (IGCT), Silicon Insulated-gate Bipolar Transistor 
(IGBT), and Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect 
Transistor (MOSFET) have been utilized for power electronics 
application [67]. Among the SS devices, thyristors have the 
lowest conduction losses. Such a low on-state loss of thyristor 
switch results in reduction of overall life-cycle costs of the 
SSCB and decreased investment on the cooling system of 
thyristor-based SSCBs. However, the main drawback of 
thyristors is not being able to actively turn off the current. This 
long switching response leads to high fault current. GTO, 
IGCT, and IGBT have the forced commutation capability, and 
they can be switched between 50 Hz to 20 kHz. It is reported 
that GTOs and IGCTs have much lower on-state losses than 
IGBTs [68]. Fig. 15. Shows the relative on-state losses of the 
thyristor, GTO, GCT, and IGBT [69],[70]. These solid-state 
devices can be commercialized for the maximum voltage rating 
of 6.5 kV[70]. For the medium voltage range, the silicon (Si) 
power MOSFET has high conduction losses and therefore it is 
not an appropriate option. Superjunction MOSFETs present a 
low specific on-state resistance in a range of 15-20 mΩ/cm2 for 
voltage range under 600 V [57]. 
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During the last 50 years, Si power semiconductor devices 
have encountered many limitations such as blocking voltage  
capability, operation temperature, conduction loss, and 
switching frequency [71]. These limitations require the power 
devices to have a cooling system, as well as a bigger filter and 
passive components. WBG materials could address these 
limitations by offering outstanding characteristics such as low 
conduction loss, high-temperature capability, high voltage 
capability, and high-frequency capability. SiC-based devices 
and Gallium-Nitride (GaN)-based devices are two best 
candidates that could offer a good trade-off between theoretical 
characteristics and availability of material. The key 
characteristics of Si, SiC, and GaN materials are shown in Fig. 
16 [72]. According to the third figure, GaN material presents 
low ON-state loss, better high frequency, and high voltage 
capability, however, compared to SiC, its thermal conductivity 
is lower.  

Thermal conductivity allows better heat transmission from 
the device to the ambient. Therefore, the higher values of this 
property make the device suitable for the high-temperature 
application. As can be seen from Fig. 16, SiC and GaN can 
operate at much higher temperature. It is reported that SiC and 
GaN semiconductors could work in 600⸰C [73],[74] and 450⸰C 
[75], respectively. This characteristic of SiC devices makes 
them suitable candidates for aerospace and space missions [76]. 
The voltage rating of a device depends on breakdown voltage, 
which is relied on the critical breakdown field (Ec). It is proved 
that Ec is proportional to the energy gap [77]. Regarding this 
fact, a higher value of  Ec will allow the device to be more 
applicable for high voltage operation [78]. The higher Ec will 
also allow thinner drift layer with a higher doping concentration 
at the same blocking voltage, which leads to lower specific ON-
resistance. Specific ON-resistance, which is independent of the 
chip size, can be presented in term of breaking voltage [79]:  
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where μe, μr, VB, and EG are electron mobility, relative 
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permittivity, breakdown voltage, and energy bandgap. 
According to (15) and (16), RON-sp of Si, SiC, and GaN are 

plotted in Fig. 17. As it can be seen from this figure, for example 
for VB=1 kV, the specific resistance of Si, SiC, and GaN are 
200, 0.6, and 0.1 mΩ-cm2, respectively. It means that in 
comparison with Si power device, the SiC power device has a 
remarkable low power loss.  

With a higher saturated electron velocity, the minority 
carriers will be more quickly swept out of the depletion region 
during the turn-off transient, which results in enabling higher 
switching frequency. Increasing the switching frequency has 
two key benefits including size and weight reduction of passive 
components, which leads to a more compact device and better 
dynamic response of power device.  However, the maximum 
switching frequency is limited by the device’s switching loss. 
In unipolar devices such as MOSFET and Junction Field-Effect 
Transistor (JFET), switching frequency only depends on the 
charging and discharging of the parasitic capacitance. However, 
switching frequency of the bipolar devices such as Bipolar 
Junction Transistor (BJT) and IGBT relies on building and 
depletion of the stored excess carriers. This would lead to 
higher frequency capability of unipolar devices (see Fig. 18). 
For example, as shown in Fig. 18, the switching frequency of 
the MOSFET is roughly higher than the IGBT/Thyristor). 

From the application point of view, in each range of 
frequencies and rating powers, a set of converters with a 
specific material are a suitable option.  Thyristor switching 
devices are known as the best candidate HVDC. These devices 
work at the line frequency (50 or 60 Hz) because they have no 
gate controlled capability. IGCT, GTO, and Emitter Turn-Off 
(ETO) thyristors, which are the next generations of the original 
thyristor, have the force commutation capability and could have 
switching frequency between 50 to a few hundred hertz [80]-
[81]. Since the blocking voltage of the Si-based thyristors is 
typically below that 6.5 kV, a series connection of them is 
required for very high voltage applications. Sic-Based thyristor 
is a promising solution to address this issue [80]. For the 
medium power applications such as WTs and PVs, IGBT 
devices are widely utilized for 600 to 6.5 kV and 10-20 kHz. 
However, as the voltage gets higher other solutions such as the  
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series connection of IGBTs and using SiC-IGBT must be 
considered. Cascaded IGBTs have different disadvantages  
including a need for snubber circuits for voltage balancing, 
being very bulky, low efficiency, and higher control complexity 
[82]. 

On the other hand, in order to address these issues, growing 
attention has been paid to replace Si IGBTs with high voltage 
SiC IGBTs (>10 kV) [83]. Thanks to no existence of the bipolar 
charge-storage mechanisms, the unipolar devices such as 
MOSFET and JFET could operate in higher switching 
frequencies. Having higher switching frequency capability, the 
unipolar devices could be built with a smaller cooling system 
and passive devices, leading to power devices with high power 
density [84]. However, with the increase of the blocking 
voltage, the on-resistance of MOSFET keeps growing and 
results in high power loss. Because of that issue, Si IGBT is 
more common than Si MOSFET for high voltage and current 
applications. Similar to bipolar devices, SiC unipolar power 
devices have much higher blocking voltages and switching 
frequency capability than Si one [71]. Compared to SiC 
MOSFET, SiC JFET has lower on-resistance higher operation 
capability and no concern about the oxide layer. These features 
make SiC JFET as an appropriate candidate for tough operating 
conditions such as SSCB and electric vehicle [85],[86]. 
However, “normally on” characteristics of SiC JFET prevents 
it from being widely used in industrial applications [87]. GaN 
power devices technology is categorized into vertical and 
lateral structures. Vertical GaN power devices have a similar 
structure to the Si/SiC counterparts. This type of GaN devices 
has superior advantages including very low power loss as well 
as small size. However, lower thermal conductivity as well as 
lack of good-quality bulk substrates, and inexpensive GaN 
wafers prevent this type of GaN power devices from being 
commercialized. On the other hand, lateral Heterojunction 
Field-Effect Transistors (HFETs), which is also known as High 

Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMTs) are commercialized 
and available at relatively maximum rates of 650 V and 100 A. 
The HFET GaN power device has advantages such as very low  
RON per squared breaking voltage, very low power loss and very 
high switching speed (up to 454 GHz) [88],[89]. These 
properties make these devices attractive for microwave, radio 
frequency (RF), and power electronic applications [90],[91]. 

As a conclusion, the employment of WBG materials in SSCB 
increases breakdown voltage capability and decreases ON-
resistance. Higher breakdown capability and lower ON-
resistance of the WBG materials avoids or significantly reduces 
the number of series-connected devices and parallel connection 
of Si device, respectively [92]-[93]. In addition, since energy 
burst during the faulty condition pushes the junction 
temperature above the silicon limit, ability to stand higher 
junction temperature under both static and dynamic conditions 
makes them be a proper candidate for SSCB applications [13]. 
Finally, the advantages of higher switching frequency 
capability of the WBG devices are a reduction of size and 
weight of passive components, which is a key factor for high-
density power electronics [78]. As a result, employing WBG 
materials in SSCB will be a CB with higher efficiency and 
lower size. Although utilization of WBG materials in SSCBs 
has an outstanding outcome, several challenges have to be 
addressed to pay the way of widespread applications of WBG 
based SSCBs. These challenges include designing advanced 
gate-drive with active dv∕dt and di∕dt control, designing efficient 
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) filter, and design better 
device packaging due to high temperature and fast 
switching,[75],[77],[83],[94],[95]. 

3) Hybrid Circuit Breaker
Each of the MCB and SSCB has its own drawbacks and

benefits. HCB is a new class of CBs that combines both the 
MCB and the SSCB to take advantages of both [59]. As a result, 
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HCBs have advantages such as fast response, low power loss, 
and no arcing at the mechanical contacts. 

As shown in Fig. 19 (a), a conventional HCB has three main 
parts including a mechanical switch (MS), a high-voltage SS 
switch as the main breaker (MB), and a MOV [96]. In addition, 
a Current Limiting Reactor (CLR) in series a Residual Circuit 
Breaker (RCB) may be added in series with these branches to 
limit the current rate of change and to isolate the faulty line 
completely. During the normal condition, the current passes 
through MS. When the fault is identified, the MS starts the 
opening of its contacts and sends turn-on signal to the MB. The 
established arc voltage is increased until it exceeds the voltage 
drop of MB. In this case, the current can be naturally 
commutated from the MS to the MB. The MB continues 
conducting current until the MS is able to block full voltage. At 
this point, the MB is turned off and the voltage increases 
quickly because of circuit inductors. While the voltage reaches 
breakdown voltage, the fault current commutes to the MOV to 
clamp voltage and approach the current to zero. Finally, when 

the fault current is zero the RCB is opened to isolate the faulty 
line from the DC grid to protect MOV from thermal overload 
[58]. 

In low voltage systems, the arc voltage of the MS is usually 
higher than the voltage drop of the MB; therefore, current 
commutation will happen naturally and there is no need for a 
commutation circuit. However, for the high voltage 
applications, the voltage drop of the MB increases up to the 
hundreds of volts and the arc voltage of the MS could not 
increase that high within a couple of milliseconds. As a result, 
a commutation circuit, such as Load Commutation Switch 
(LCS) and Current Commutation Drive Circuit (CCDC) (see 
Fig. 19 (c)), is necessary to ensure successful current 
commutation from MS to MB branches [70],[97]. 

Current waveforms of the HCB with the commutation switch 
(see Fig 19 (b)) during the normal and faulty condition is shown 
in Fig. 19 (d). I1, I2, and I3 current passing through B1, B2, and 
B3, respectively. ITotal is a total current of the HCB. In the normal 
mode, the current flows through B1 that includes the fast 
mechanical switch and the commutation circuit. While the fault 
happens, turn-on and turn-off signals are sent to the 
commutation circuit and MB, respectively. After a time interval 
of T1, the commutation circuit is switched OFF, and the current 
is commutated from B1 to B2 during T2. Once the current 
commutation process finishes, the contacts of the MS start to 
open without arcing. After T3, the distance between MS 
contacts is sufficient enough to endure the transient recovery 
voltage, and therefore the MS is turned off. Finally, the fault 
current commutates to the MOV and decreases to zero after T4. 

According to the structure of the HCB, the switching speed 
highly depends on mechanical parts. As a result, instead of the 
standard mechanical switch, a fast-acting mechanical switch 
that has to operate in less than 1 ms is needed [55],[98]. Besides 
having fast opening operation, the desired mechanical switch 
must have low conduction loss when carrying current, and high 
arc voltage [98]. 

4) Z-source Circuit Breaker
Generally, conventional SSCBs use an auxiliary circuit to

push the current to zero by means of zero voltage switching or 
zero current switching to avoid any arc. However, the auxiliary 
device must actively be ready to reversely bias the main switch 
before that the fault current exceeds the interrupt capability of 
the breaker. Hence, strict fault detection and timing is a critical 
issue for conventional SSCBs. 

Recently, a creatively designed ZSCB promises to mitigate 
this problem [99]. Although this class is developed form of the 
SSCB, according to its unique features including natural 
commutation, automatic disconnection of faulty load, simple 
control circuit, isolation from the fault to the source, inherent 
coordination capability, fault limiting capability by z-source 
impedance, and bidirectional power capability, this paper 
considers this type of the CB a separate class of the DCCB. 

The main idea of the ZSCB is to take a part of large transient 
fault current and pass it through the Z-source capacitors to force 
the current of a Silicon-Controlled Rectifier (SCR) to approach 
zero, and therefore results in the SCR to commute off naturally. 
The scheme of the original ZSCB is shown in Fig. 20 (a). 
According to this structure, once the fault occurs, as the current 
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of the inductor is constant the fault current flows through the 
capacitors [see Fig. 20(b)]. In this stage, each of the capacitor 
current increases to reach the inductor current. At this stage, the 
iSCR becomes zero and causes the SCR to commute off. A simple 
control circuit is also required to identify that the SCR has 
commuted off and then the gate voltage is removed from the 
SCR.  In the next stage, the SCR is switched off and the two-
series LC branches connected to the fault and load [see Fig. 
20(c)].  These circuits start a resonance until the inductor 
voltage goes negative. At this point, the third stage starts and 

diodes turn ON to move away current from the capacitor. The 
capacitors current decay very fast and the inductor current will 
circulate in the inductor/resistor/diode loop until it approaches 
zero [see Fig. 20(d)]. Although the original z-source CB has 
abovementioned benefits, this CB cannot operate for less severe 
and lower dynamic fault because the current is not sufficiently 
high to naturally commute the ZSCB. In addition to this 
disadvantage, then there is no common ground between source 
and load, undesirable frequency response, high spike current 
during the reconnection, and not having bidirectional operation 
capability [100], [101],[102]. 

To address above-mentioned issued, various ZSCBs 
topologies have been proposed to deal with these issues [100]-
[103]. Parallel-connected ZSCB, which is shown in Fig. 21(a), 
has a common ground connection between the source and all 
loads [104]. However, when the fault occurs, the source has a 
sum of inductor and capacitor current. As a result, the transient 
fault current is reflected in the source. Due to this disadvantage, 
an additional input filter is required. As shown in Fig. 21(b), the 
series-connected ZSCB, a shunt capacitor is used to 
intentionally divert the transient fault current from the source. 
This type of ZSCB also has a common ground connection, 
filtering capability at high frequency, and the reflected fault 
transient current to the source is significantly reduced [100]. 
However, in this topology, there is no isolation between source 
and faulty point while the SCR is turned off.  In addition, if the 
load is purely resistive and a step change in load is greater than 
steady-state current, the SCR in all of the classical, parallel-
connection, and series connection ZSCB will approach zero, 
and the breaker would turn off. To deal with such a step change 
in pure resistive load, a modified series-connected ZSCB is 
proposed [see Fig. 21(c)] [105]. In this topology, resistors in 
series are used to limit the transient current in the capacitors and 
allow step changes in load. In a DC microgrid with multiple 
energy sources, the power flow is bidirectional, due to this fact 
the implemented DCCBs must have the bidirectional capability. 
All of the original, parallel-connection and series-connection 
ZSCBs have to capability bidirectional operation. Two 
bidirectional ZSCBs based on the original ZSCB has been 
proposed [see Fig. 21(d) and (e)] [102]. The main disadvantages 
of both topologies are a high reflection of fault current to the 
source and lack of common ground between the DC source and 
load. Furthermore, since back-to-back SCRs require several 
independent drivers, the ZSCB cost will get higher. In [106], a 
bidirectional ZSCB that has a combination characteristics of 
series-connection and parallel connection- ZSCBs is proposed 
[see Fig. 21(f)] [106]. This ZSCB has superior features such as 
being reliable, cost-efficient, common ground between the DC 
source and load. However, a portion of the fault current is 
reflected in the source. 

Recently, coupled inductors are integrated into designing the 
ZSCBs to reduce numbers of components, size, and weight. In 
[107], a new coupled inductor circuit breaker is introduced to 
attain the above-mentioned characteristics  [see Fig. 21(g)]. 
This class of ZSCB has several advantages over original, 
parallel, series, and modified series ZSCBs such as being robust 
against the large load step change, having a common ground 
between source and load, and isolation of the source from the 
faulty point. Bidirectional operation capability is a needed  
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TABLE IV.  PROTECTIVE DEVICES USED IN DC MICROGRIDS. 

Protective device Disadvantages Advantages 
Fuse  Not able to distinguish between a transient and a permanent 

fault 
 Fuse needs to be replaced for a successful operation

 Low cost
 Simple structure

Mechanical circuit breaker  †Long operating time (30-100 ms) 
 Limited interruption current capability 

 Relatively low cost 
 Very low power loss

Solid state circuit breaker  Expensive 
 High power loss
 Big due to heatsink needed 

 Fastest response time (<100μs) 
 Very long interruption lifetime

Hybrid circuit breaker  Very expensive  Low power loss
 No arcing on mechanical contacts 
 Fast response time (Few ms)

Z-source circuit breaker  A large transient fault is required to let ZSCB be activated. 
 ZSCB could not provide prolonged protection 

 Natural commutation for critical fault 
 Lower cost than SSCBs 

† MCB based on Thomson coil actuator could have time response between 1-3 m

feature to make such a ZSCB more applicable. In [108], a 
bidirectional coupled-inductor ZSCB is proposed based on a 
center-tapped transformer and bidirectional SCRs [see Fig. 
21(h)]. Another type of bidirectional coupled-inductor ZSCB is 
proposed [see Fig. 21(i)] [103]. Suppose a conduction path is 
from source to load through L1 and L2, and T3 and T4. Then, a 
fault occurs in the DC load. In this case, the capacitor starts 
discharging through T4 and L2. Since, L1 and L2 are wound on 
the same core, a sudden increase in L2 current leads to reverse 
current flow in L1; therefore, the current in this inductor and T3  

approaches zero. Finally, T3 turns off. While T3 is disconnected, 
the C-L2 circuit starts a resonance. After a while, T4 voltage 
goes negative and at this moment the gate pulse is removed, and 
T4 is tuned-off. Due to the absence of the freewheeling diodes 
across the inductors, voltage across the SCRs are higher. 
Therefore, the voltage rating of these devices must be selected 
carefully. In addition, since the capacitor voltage will be 
negative after the isolation process, a recharging circuit is 
required for re-breaking operation. 



Table Ⅳ presents the advantages and disadvantages of each class 
of PDs. As a result, based on nominal voltage and current 
of the system, budget, acceptable complexity, time response, 
acceptable power loss, and demanded reliability, one of the 
protective device classes is chosen. 

B. Breaker-less Protection

A “Breaker-less” approach to fault mitigation eliminates the
need of DCCBs by using fully controllable power converters 
that coordinate with no load contactors or segmenting 
contactors to isolate fault [9], [109]-[110]. “Breaker-less” 
protection is also closely tied to the architectural 
implementation of the DC distribution system in order to 
minimize the loss of power to unfaulted parts of the system 
during potentially long fault isolation and recovery sequences. 
As shown in Fig. 22, this idea constitutes of four main stages 
[111], [112]. 

1. Once the fault occurs, the fault has to be detected and
located.

2. Power converter(s) limit their current, driving current
to zero and de-energizing the system at any output
port affected by the fault

3. Power converter(s) coordinate the opening of
appropriate contractors to isolate the faulty section

4. After isolation of the faulty section, the power
converter(s) re-energize the system and return it to
pre-faulted conditions.

Since the DCCBs are taken out of the DC system, one 
important constraint, or limitation, to “breaker-less” approaches 
is that the power converters must have fault current limiting 
capability under the conditions of short-circuited or near-short-
circuited output. Some of the power converters do not have such 
a capability. For example, the commonly used VSC-based 
active rectifier has no control over its output current. For AC-
fed DC systems, the following power converter topologies have 
inherent fault current limiting capability under output short 
circuit conditions: Thyristor–based phase-controlled rectifiers, 
Current-Source-Converter (CSC)-based active rectifiers, full 
bridge modular multilevel converters and passive rectifier fed 
DC-DC Buck Converters. For DC-fed DC systems, isolated
DC-DC converters, current-fed DABs, buck DC-DC
converters, and buck-boost DC-DC converters are well-suited
for “breaker-less” approaches.  A potential disadvantage of this
method is increased complexity associated with fault detection
, location, and the need to coordinate between multiple
converters and isolating switches connected into a common
faulted DC bus. Such approaches often rely heavily on
centralized communication and the ability to isolate the fault is
degraded when communication links fail. Also, the amount of
time it takes to isolate the fault and restore the system is
typically higher than what is achievable with “breaker-based”
approaches.

VII. DC FAULT LOCATION METHODS 

As discussed in Section IV, the location of the fault must be 
identified precisely and quickly to help the repair crew to 
restore the faulty segment in a short time and to guarantee high 
microgrid reliability. Fault location methods are generally  
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classified into passive and active approaches. In the passive 
approach, including Traveling Wave (TW), differential, and 
local measurement, the fault location is determined based on 
existing signals. The main advantage of these methods is no 
requirement for an additional device to locate the exact fault 
position. On the other hand, inactive methods, use an external 
device to inject signals to locate fault. The main advantage of 
these methods is high accuracy regardless of the microgrid 
topology. 

A. Travelling Wave Based Fault Location

Once a fault occurs, the initiated voltage and current
traveling waves (TWs) propagate through the DC microgrid. 
According to this fact, the fault location can be identified by 
analyzing the traveling waves’ features such as interval times at 
different locations [113], subsequent arrival times at one 
terminal [114], time difference between the first arriving waves 
at both terminals [115], and measurement of  first arrival times 
of TWs at the converter stations [116]. However, TW-based 
fault location requires high-performance data acquisition 
equipment. In addition, in a microgrid with short distribution 
lines and a complex topology, many reflections happen, which 
has adverse effects on accuracy, and the surge arrivals time is 
low, which demands high sampling time. As a result, for such a 
microgrid the TW-based fault location is not a practical 
solution. 



B. Differential Fault Location

Generally, the differential protection system is used for fault
detection and relay operation. However, a few papers focus on 
fault location based on differential protection. In [117], current 
is measured from both sides of the line. These measured data is 
transferred through an Ethernet cable (IEC 61850) to either 
sides. In the first step, a number of differential current samples 
are considered for fault identification by the modified 
cumulative sum average method. Then, a set of samples 
including currents and voltages of both sides are taken and fed 
into non-iterative Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse technique to 
calculate resistance and impedance from one side to the faulty 
point. Similar to the differential based fault detection methods, 
the main drawback of the differential based fault location 
methods is their dependency on the existence of the fast reliable 
communication systems. 

C. Local Measurement Based Fault Location

This communication-free method operates based on
measuring the local electrical variables and using them to 
calculate the fault distance. In [20], fault location is estimated 
by an iterative method using measuring voltage across a known 
length of the line. However, this method requires an additional 
voltage sensor and the fault distance error increases 
significantly with higher fault impedance. Another method is 
estimating the equivalent inductance between a PD and a fault 
to determine the faulty point. One of the main advantages of 
this method is being less affected by unknown fault resistance. 
In [118], local voltage, current, and di/dt signals are measured 
at each PDs to estimate inductance between the PD and the 
fault. The inductance is estimated from data samples at different 
time instants using online moving window least squares 
method. Fast di/dt increases the accuracy of fault location but 
makes it very sensitive to noise. As a result, an advanced digital 
di/dt calculation method and a well-designed digital filter are 
necessary for having a desired accuracy. In addition, this 
method is based on the dc microgrid in which a capacitor is only 
connected at one end of the cable, which is not the case in dc 
microgrid. This problem is addressed in [119] by driving a 
mathematical model of the faulty cable regarding capacitance 
connected at both ends of the cable. Then, the model is used 
along with the local measurement to determine the fault 
location.  Another fault location method is based on the concept 
of the ratio of transient voltage, which is defined as the ratio of 
voltages measured at both sides of the inductor terminal in the 
time domain [120]. This method has two types including a 
single terminal and two terminals fault location. The former 
approach uses local measurement but it has low accuracy when 
fault resistance is high. On the other hand, the latter approach 
has higher accuracy at the expense of adding a communication 
system as well as two additional voltage sensors. 

D. Injection Based Fault Location

Active impedance estimation (AIE) and power probe unit
(PPU) based methods are two main types of injection-based 
fault location method. In the AIE based fault location method, 
a power converter is used to inject a triangle current waveform 
once the faulty conditions are identified, and then the 

impedance is calculated at the point of coupling. Finally, the 
reactive component is used to determine the fault location 
[121],[122],[123]. Another approach is using a probe power 
unit (PPU) to form a second-order RCL circuit through the fault 
path. Then, probe current response is analyzed, and the fault 
distance is obtained in term of damped resonant frequency 
[124],[125]. The main advantages of these two type of methods 
are no requirement for using communication system and high 
accuracy; however, since due to the need of additional 
equipment, the implementation cost is high. 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE TRENDS 

According to the distinct characteristics of DC microgrids 
during fault scenarios, a proper protection system must be a key 
consideration. Systematic considerations, such as grid 
topology, grounding and interactions between inter-connected 
converters during fault events must be included as an integral 
part of the system design process.  The fault current 
characteristic itself further complicates the issues—as the 
behavior is very dependent upon the power electronic 
converters connected into the system and the interconnecting 
cabling between them.  As a result, with all of the operational 
benefits and potential benefits the DC microgrid brings when 
compared to AC microgrid, the system cannot be simply 
overlaid upon an existing protective infrastructure—as is 
perceived to be the case with AC microgrids.  Protection has to 
be a part of the DC microgrid system design.  While this fact 
appears to be a detriment, if in fact DC microgrid protection is 
an integral part of the DC microgrid system design, proper 
implementations may be discovered that make the DC 
microgrid even more applicable for wide range of applications. 
For example, although it was beyond the scope of this paper to 
describe the challenges associated with the protection of AC 
microgrids, it may very well be the case that, eventually, more 
resilient systems can be achieved that are DC if the current 
limiting capabilities of inter-connected power electronic 
converters that make up the DC microgrids are properly 
exploited.  

From the standpoint of understanding the challenges 
associated with DC microgrid protection, this paper first 
investigates the DC fault current in three stages including the 
capacitor discharge stage, the freewheeling diodes stage, and 
the grid-side current feeding stage. In addition, the behavior of 
different topologies of non-isolated and isolated DC-DC 
converters has been investigated. Boost DC-DC converter is 
vulnerable to the short circuit fault, but other types of DC-DC 
converters such as buck, full-bridge, and DAB converters have 
some sort of fault current limiting capability. Among them, 
DAB converter can be a popular solution in DC microgrids as 
it provides bidirectional power flow that is demanding in future 
distributed applications with inherent electrical isolation and 
current limiting capability that are crucial for the electric 
system. Regarding the current limiting capability, in order to 
design a proper fault tolerant DC-DC converter, different 
characteristics such as power density, efficiency, fault current 
limiting, redundancy, and the cost have to be considered to meet 
the DC microgrid requirements. 

The type of grounding system could also affect safety, the 
ability to identify the fault, and survivability of DC microgrid 



under faulty conditions. Regarding these five grounding 
systems including TT, TN-S, TN-C. T-N-C-S, and IT; as well 
as six types of the grounding strategies including ungrounded, 
solidly grounded, grounded with a resistor, grounded with 
parallel resistors, diode grounded, and thyristor grounded 
systems are discussed and compared. According to this 
investigation, to have a better performance, a grounding system 
with a mixed configuration or more active components has to 
be considered.  

This paper also reviews different methods of fault detection, 
isolation, and location. Five main DC fault detection methods 
including overcurrent protection, current derivative protection, 
directional overcurrent protection, differential protection, and 
distance protection. Each method has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. Most of the proposed methods are applied for 
low fault impedance, radial DC system, grounded system. 
However, for example, it is very hard to detect a high 
impedance fault in a multi-looped ungrounded DC microgrid. 
As a result, in order to detect the fault and coordinate the relays 
in such a DC microgrid, it is required to design a new fault 
detection and coordination algorithm that is independent of 
sensor error, communication system, or at least communication 
delay.  

Since the nature of DC fault current is different from the ac 
one, protective devices that are utilized for “breaker-based” 
protective approaches must be designed to comply with the 
requirements. Five classes of fault isolation devices including 
fuses, MCBs, SSCBs, HCBs, and ZSCBs have been presented 
and compared in terms of cost, time response, power losses, and 
size. MCB has a very low power loss and longtime response; 
however, SSCB has high power loss and very fast time 
response. To have a protective device with fast response and 
low power loss, two classes of protective devices is combined 
to build a new class of isolation device so-called HCB. 
Recently, many developments in ultra-fast-acting mechanical 
circuit breaker, designing advanced commutation circuit, and 
integrating fault current limiter to the HCB are carried out to 
decrease cost, increase time response, and reduce the size of the 
HCB. Another promising solution is to employ the WBG 
materials such as SiC and GaN in the conventional SSCB to 
obtain much lower power loss and higher voltage, temperature, 
and frequency capabilities, thus reducing the complexity of the 
SSCB implementation. 

In the final part of the review paper, two main types of fault 
location methods including passive and active have been 
discussed. Generally, the active fault location methods have 
high precision and fast time response, at the expense of an 
adding external device, and therefore high implemental cost.  

Recently, a significant effort also has been devoted to the 
integration of fault detection, isolation, and location in device, 
so-called “breaker-less” protection. “Breaker-less” schemes 
impose constraints on the power converter topologies that are 
applied to the DC system, have characteristically more complex 
inter-communication requirements and longer recoverability 
time.  Depending upon the distribution architecture, “breaker-
less” protection may require redundant feeds to loads on 
common buses, bus partitioning and local energy storage 
because the faulted bus condition typically persists for a longer 
time when compared implementations that utilize DCCBs. 
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